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Background
DNA motif discovery remains an important but challeng-
ing problem for biologists and computer scientists. A con-
tributing factor for this inherent difficulty lies in the fact
that motifs are fairly short (between 5- to 20- basepairs
long) and can easily be confused with random signals in
the much larger promoters of order of thousands of base-
pairs. Consequently, while many techniques have been
employed in an attempt to address this problem including
combinatorial enumeration, probabilistic modeling and
heuristic search, there is none that outperforms the others
across different types of data and organisms and further
suggested that complimentary techniques be used. Unfor-
tunately, it is not convenient for many researchers, espe-
cially life scientists, to compare many of these methods
before settling on one that satisfies their needs. We intro-
duced Motif Tool Manager [1], which is a web-based plat-
form for comparing and combining different approaches
to discover novel DNA motifs. It comes with a set of sev-
eral well-known tools for to motif discovery.
We recently added to Motif Tool Manager a new method
called MotifSample [2]. Motif Tool Manager was built on
top of a more general framework [3] and as such it pro-
vides an easy mechanism for adding new motif finding
tools to the platform and a minimal setup of the tools on
the server. Users can interact with the tools through the
web-based platform and compare results from different
approaches. Our system provides a basic mechanism for
identifying the consensus motif candidates. URL: http://
cetus.cs.memphis.edu/motif/
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